
With Stone’s Fleet Management GPS 
Services, You’re In the Driver’s Seat.
Communicate with your vehicles, and they can tell you a lot about 
your business. Fleet management GPS systems from Stone’s are 
giving business owners and fleet managers insight into their 
operations like they’ve never had before. They provide important  
data on everything from driver behavior to vehicle performance  
to fleet expenses.

 I can log in and see where each and every one of my  
 trucks are. We often run into situations that call for  
 someone to change their route or location. Rather than  
 spending time calling everyone to see where they’re at  
 or where they’re supposed to be at, I can see where all  
 of our vehicles are and identify the best course of action  
 quickly. Our system from Stone’s has allowed me to  
 focus my time on the most important aspects of my job.

 – Bryan Krom, Countrywide Sanitation

Countrywide Sanitation has been serving  
the Grand Forks community since 2008,  
providing collection, transportation, disposal and recycling services  
to both residential and commercial customers. As a comprehensive  
waste company, Countrywide Sanitation’s fleet of vehicles is the  
lifeblood of its business. It operates more than 18 vehicles, and to help  
manage this impressive fleet, General Manager Bryan Krom  
looks to Stone’s.

Much More  
Than GPS
Our fleet management GPS  

systems don’t just identify where  

your vehicles are; they can put  

your business into high gear.

Encourages safe driving – When  
drivers are monitored, they are more apt  
to follow speed limits and traffic signs –  
and that means fewer accidents and  
insurance claims.

Maximizes control of your  
expenses – From maintenance needs to  
fuel costs, you can predict and manage  
virtually every dollar you spend on  
your vehicles.

Improves productivity – Lost drivers  
can be easily redirected, and blocked or 
inefficient routes can be avoided. Drivers  
get to each destination and move on quickly.

Reduces maintenance issues –  
Service schedules can be monitored closely,  
and issues can be addressed before they  
become costly breakdowns.
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Stone’s worked with Countrywide Sanitation to deploy a Networkfleet system, which merges GPS technology with reliable 
wireless coverage. Using this system, Krom is able to access information about location, stops, idling and mileage on 
any of Countrywide Sanitation’s many vehicles – from anywhere that has Internet access (including his office or even his 
smartphone). Krom has been especially grateful for the vehicle diagnostics that the system provides.

 We’ve been able to recognize small issues with our vehicles before they’ve become big  
 problems,” says Krom. “When a truck is out of commission, that’s a big deal for us. With the  
 system from Stone’s, it’s easy to stay on top of maintenance schedules, and we’ve been able  
 to significantly minimize the bottlenecks that often come with repairs.

 – Bryan Krom, Countrywide Sanitation 

 

Since Countrywide Sanitation started using Networkfleet in 2013, Krom has experienced very few issues. “We’ve been  
very happy with the system provided by Stone’s,” says Krom. “Their service has always been professional and personal.  
It’s nice to have the peace of mind that comes from working with a company that takes as much pride in their service as  
we do in our own.”
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Contact Stone’s today and let us show you how fleet 
management GPS systems can put you in control of  
your business.

stonesmobileradio.com

1550 47th Avenue S.
Grand Forks, ND 58201 701-772-6691


